
Some Of The Best Reasons To Buy An Aluminum Dock.

Our docks were developed over a decade ago to be
durable, excellent weathering docks. Our structural materi-
als, component parts, designs and meticulous manufactur-
ing ensures each Wahoo dock has no peer for longevity.

We incorporate over twenty company-owned, proprietary
extrusions and castings in our docks along with off-the-shelf
stainless steel hardware. Unlike docks made from other
materials, our docks simply do not contain items that will
rust or deteriorate over time.

We use only decking that has proven to weather well in
the harshest environments (won’t rust, rot, splinter, split,
etc.) - AridDek aluminum decking, Brazilian hardwood
(IPE), concrete or premium composites.

Long Lasting

Engineering Focus

Ideally Suited Components

Premium Decking
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These two adjacent docks were installed a week apart,
five years ago.

Wahoo

AridDek IPE

Concrete Treated LumberCan you spot the more durable design?

Steel

Every Wahoo dock is individually modeled using the
latest design software by skilled engineers. Our engi-
neers understand the strengths and weakness of alu-
minum and design our docks accordingly.

Discover The Difference



Because we focus solely on manufacturing and team
with local representatives to manage the time consuming
installation process, we are able to deliver very cus-
tomized docks with a relatively short lead time.

We build docks for environments throughout the country
and almost every region offers a different approach to
dock design and anchoring. We have embraced these
differences over the years and our docks today incorpo-
ratethe most sound practices gleaned from numerous
different designs and styles.

Short Lead Time
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Weare one of the largest dock manufacturers in the world,
and you can be assured that...
• Your dock will be delivered as expected & when promised
• Your deposit is secure
• We stand behind our products throughout the life

of your dock

We go to great extents to make our docks look attractive
and uniquely finished – from custom rail castings to our
meticulously designed roof structures to the use of stain-
less steel hardware.

Our engineering depth, experience and the use of
aluminum as our primary construction material allows
us to be flexible with our designs so that we can
accommodate even the most unique needs.

Confidence & Security

Durability

Aesthetics

Flexible Designs
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6061-T6 aluminum has similar tensile strength as steel
and with our exceptional structural design and manu-
facturing a Wahoo aluminum dock is incredibly
durable. We have residential and commercial dock
installations across the country in some of the harsh-
est marine environments possible.

Most docks look good at
the outset but age over
time. This 6-year old
dock looks the same as
it did when it was first
installed.

If a wood look is desired,
the structural members
can be wrapped.
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